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Conveying Emotions Through Device-Initiated Touch

Marc Teyssier, Gilles Bailly, Catherine Pelachaud and Eric Lecolinet.

Abstract—Humans have the ability to convey an array of emotions through complex and rich touch gestures. However, it is not clear how these touch gestures can be reproduced through interactive systems and devices in a remote mediated communication context. In this paper, we explore the design space of device-initiated touch for conveying emotions with an interactive system reproducing a collection of human touch characteristics. For this purpose, we control a robotic arm to touch the forearm of participants with different force, velocity and amplitude characteristics to simulate human touch. In view of adding touch as an emotional modality in human-machine interaction, we have conducted two studies. After designing the touch device, we explore touch in a context-free setup and then in a controlled context defined by textual scenarios and emotional facial expressions of a virtual agent. Our results suggest that certain combinations of touch characteristics are associated with the perception of different degrees of valence and of arousal. Moreover, in the case of non-congruent mixed signals (touch, facial expression, textual scenario) not conveying a priori the same emotion, the message conveyed by touch seems to prevail over the ones displayed by the visual and textual signals.

Index Terms—Touch, Social Touch, Social Touch Technologies, Robot Touch, Multimodal communication, Mediated communication, Embodied conversational agent, Facial expression

1 INTRODUCTION

The communication of emotions is multimodal. Many studies have focused on facial expressions [1], [2], vocal cues [3], [4], and body posture [5], [6]. Touch also plays an important role in conveying emotions [7], [8], [9]. Touch for communication is defined in Human-to-Human Interaction as an intentional contact to a relatively restricted location on the body surface of the receiver during a social interaction [10]. Touch stimuli can be characterized by several factors such as force, movement, velocity or repetition [7] and can convey various pro-social emotions. For instance, a soft stroke, a hit, or the placement of one’s hand may respectively convey comfort, anger or calmness. Touch can reduce stress, encourage commitment or increase bonding between individuals [11]. Mediated touch can also increase realism and emotional communication in a variety of applications [12].

However, while touch plays an important role in human-to-human interaction, it has received limited attention from the Human-Machine Interaction community [11], [13]. Video games [14], mediated communication [7], care-related systems [15] (companionship, caring), or social robotics [15] often lack emotional communication through the touch channel. For instance, touch can increase immersion and sense of presence in co-located virtual environments [16], [17]. Similarly, an Embodied Conversational Agent ECA can use touch in addition to facial and body expression to communicate emotions [18]. While there have been some attempts in this direction, either for touching the user or “touching” the agent [13], most of such systems convey and perceive emotions through audio-visual channels [19], [20], [21]. Touch can also improve human-to-machine interaction in social robotics, for instance through the development of robot skin able to detect human touch [22].

Producing realistic touch remains a difficult challenge, and more knowledge is still needed about how the various touch parameters impact emotions [23]. Our aim is to understand how machine-produced touch can convey emotions and how it is perceived and interpreted by a human user. This first step is necessary to explore research questions such as when mediated touch should occur.

Similarly to [24], our approach consists of generating combinations of different touch parameters and asking participants to rate which emotions they perceive. After a pilot study, we conducted an experiment to understand which emotions can be attached to a set of touch parameters. Then, following [25]’s methodology, we conducted another experiment where we introduced a controlled context made of a textual scenario and a facial expression of an ECA. We rely on Russell’s circumplex model of emotion representation through two dimensions, valence and arousal [26].

Our first challenge is to choose a device able to generate touch with sufficient naturalness. Considering the limitations of current technology, we choose to use a robotic arm augmented with an artificial hand that touches the user’s forearm (Figure 2). We first motivate the choice of the device as well as how the device is going to touch (selection of touch characteristics). We conduct a pilot study to validate the device and select the most relevant touch factors.

We then conduct two different dependent studies. Study 1 explores how the combination of touch factors is perceived in terms of arousal and valence, without any information regarding the interaction context; that is participants receive
just the touch factors as stimuli. Study 2 allows understanding how interaction context (here given by short textual scenario and virtual agent’s facial expression) impacts on the perception of arousal and valence.

Our paper is structured as follows. After introducing the related work, we present our general approach. We then describe the choice of factors and apparatus. We then present the experimental design, and tasks conducted in the three studies. Their results are presented and discussed. Finally we conclude the paper by discussing the main findings of our work and present future directions.

2 Related Work

During Human-to-Human communication, people use touch to establish bonds or trust between people, to convey affects, etc. [27]. Touch gestures that communicate emotions are rich and complex [7], [8], [9], [28]. For instance, the emotion Anger can be perceived through a short and localized gesture (hit) whereas Comfort can be perceived with a slow and protracted gesture with back-and-forth movements (stroke) [7]. In this section, we report on physical characteristics that compose human touch, and present haptic technologies and systems that convey emotions through touch.

2.1 Touch for emotional communication between humans

During Human-Human interaction, emotions can be conveyed by touch only [8] through the variation of spatio-temporal characteristics of touch such as duration, location, intensity, velocity, abruptness or temperature [7], [9], [28].

Touch can be characterized by several spatio-temporal characteristics. First, Spatial characteristics include the location where the touch is applied on the body [29]. The forearm, the shoulder and the back are the locations that are generally the most socially and culturally accepted [8] and are suited for social and intimate relationships [30]. The touching area or surface of contact depends on the kind of touch gesture (e.g. a hug vs. a touch with the fingertips) [31].

Next, Temporal characteristics characterize the dynamics of touch movements. They include the duration of a touch [32], the velocity of a touch movement [9], [28], and repetition and spatio-temporal patterns, which can either involve a succession of strokes (e.g. pats) or back-and-forth movements on the skin [33], [34]. Finally, other characteristics impact the perception of emotions through touch such as force intensity through variation of pressure [35], Texture [28] or the Temperature of the end-effector [36], [37].

These individual characteristics have an impact on the perception of emotions. Low velocities are more associated with pleasant emotions. Negative emotions tend to involve a short duration, and high velocity, high pressure [7]. The impact of temperature on emotions has to be clarified with studies finding that cooling has positive valence [38] or the opposite [37]. Regarding the texture of the end-effector, smooth, soft materials received higher pleasantness ratings than rough, coarse materials [28].

In summary, the design space of generated touch is enormous as it not only involves all the characteristics listed above but also the combination of these characteristics and their parameters. To study machine-produced touch in a controlled experiment it is thus necessary to first reduce the size of the design space. It is then possible to precisely study the impact of a subset of touch parameters on emotions. The choice of the parameters should be circumscribed by the results reported on human touch by previous studies [7], [8], but also by the constraints of current technology generating touch.

2.2 Generating Touch: Tactile and Kinesthetic feedback

For tactile feedback vibration motors remain the primary tactile actuators that are used to convey tactile feedback and study emotional touch [33], [39], [40], [41], probably because they are inexpensive, easy to use, and already embedded in many devices (e.g. smartphones). However, this technology was not initially designed for emotional communication and it can only produce a subset of the sensations that humans are able to perceive. The actuators have to be in direct contact on the skin at all times and rely on patterns to perform dynamic touch. Moreover, these types of actuators seem to primarily impact the perceived level of arousal [38]. However, they can be combined with other modalities to expand their emotional range [42].

Other technologies include thermal feedback [43] or shape-changing interfaces with pneumatic actuation [44], [45], [46]. The projects relying on these technologies generally focus on interaction techniques (e.g. notification, guidance) rather than on their capacity to convey emotions.

Kinesthetic feedback usually involves larger devices. Force feedback actuators [47] have been investigated to convey emotions, were rated as more natural, and showed a greater emotional interdependence with a stronger sense of co-presence than vibrotactile touch [17]. They are also more adapted to perform large-scale haptic feedback [48] as they can go around the user and produce contact at various body locations. Robotic devices have been used to provide passive haptic feedback [49], [50], [51]. Using these devices in a virtual reality environment is relevant as the physical robots are hidden from the user’s sight when wearing an HMD. In this example, the user has to touch the robot making it unsuitable for the device to communicate emotions. On the other hand, we are interested in scenarios where the robot touches the user.

Zoomorphic robotic creatures are often used to convey emotions through movement and touch [52], [53]. They simulate social interaction and often use a hug as a means to convey positive emotions, reduce stress and anxiety [54], [55]. Some studies suggest that a robot-initiated touch could be perceived as human contact [56], and others report that people prefer touching robots than being touched [57]. More recently, robotic swarms were used to perform social touch [58]. Our approach draws inspiration from these studies and also focuses on robot-initiated touch, where the device performs protracted and dynamic contact on the user’s skin.

2.3 Combining Visual and Touch Cues

Emotions can also be conveyed through facial cues. Ravaja et al. [59] report on a study of affective modulated touch
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perception through facial expression. Participants rated the same touch as more intense when preceded by an angry, happy and sad facial expression [59]. This phenomenon was also observed when touch is produced concomitantly with the display of facial expressions of virtual characters [19], [60], [61]. Although these studies report some differences in emotional touch perception when visual stimuli is also presented, it is not clear how it impacts the arousal and valence rating. This can be influenced by the device that performs touch, for instance the type of device and actuation method or the location of the touch stimuli on the body. As there is no standard protocol to display the facial expression, the duration of presentation of facial stimuli or the context can also influence the rating.

This paper primarily focuses on the perception of emotions through touch. However, because emotions are often conveyed through multiple channels, we also explore the impact of the context through visual and textual cues.

2.4 Assessment of Touch to Convey Emotions

Scholars have proposed several representations of emotions such as labels [1], dimensions [26], [62], and appraisal [2]. Emotions are characterized by specific behavioral patterns, physiological responses and functions. In the emotional touch domain, Russell’s circumplex model of emotions [26] is the most frequently used. It represents emotions along a two dimensional space where the x axis refers to valence (emotional pleasantness) and the y axis refers to arousal (activation/excitation). In our study, we rely on this model and refer to it as the arousal/valence space. Moreover, in this model, every point on the arousal/valence space can be linked to an emotion. For instance, the emotion Anger is represented in the top-left quadrant (high arousal, low valence) while the emotion Happiness is represented in the top-right quadrant.

3 GENERAL APPROACH

In this paper, we study how humans perceive and interpret machine-produced touch in terms of arousal and valence. Our overall approach consists of transposing emotional perceptual experiments conducted in human-to-human interaction studies to machine-to-human interaction. This approach is frequently used in ECA literature, for instance to understand and reproduce the effect of smiling during conversation [25]. We built on top of this related work to develop our approach described below:

Selecting Touch Characteristics and Device. We first selected the characteristics that will be explored in controlled experiments. Generating touch requires considering its various characteristics and their associated parameters. This raises the challenge of choosing an appropriate device. These two aspects need to be considered together as current technology limits the set of factors that can be implemented, thus investigated. For instance, controlling force, temperature, and skin moisture simultaneously might be technically difficult. These choices (set of touch parameters and device) were performed iteratively, by considering previous literature on human-to-human interaction and the characteristics of touch-generating devices (see Section 2). Section 4.1 describes the set of touch parameters we chose (AMPLITUDE, VELOCITY, FORCE and TYPE) and Section 4.2 presents the device that we selected (a robotic arm augmented with an artificial hand).

Pilot study: Evaluation of touch factors. The role of the pilot study presented in Section 5 was to introduce the experimental setup and to identify the most promising characteristics and their values for conveying different degrees of arousal and valence. This allowed us to select touch parameters with the most significant effects in the perception of emotions. We retained three characteristics (AMPLITUDE, VELOCITY and FORCE).

Study 1: Perceptive Study on Context-Free Generated Touches. The first experiment presented in Section 6 investigated how humans perceive eight machine-generated touches (the combination of the three characteristics executed with two small and large values). It allowed us to select certain touch parameters that tend to have distinct effects in the perception of emotions in terms of valence and arousal. This study was done context-free, meaning that no information other than the touch stimuli was given to the participants. We applied a methodology similar to [25], often used in perceptual studies. The notion of context in our approach refers to the context of social interaction.

Study 2: Perceptive Study on Generated Touches with Context Cues. Finally, in Section 7 we describe an experiment that investigates how context modulates the perception of machine-generated touch [63]. Context is defined here by textual scenarios and facial expressions of a virtual agent. The scenarios have been designed following the methodology proposed by Scherer et al. [2]. They correspond to one (non ambiguous) emotional situation and have been used in other studies [25], [64], [65]. The visual cues correspond to the facial expressions of a virtual character of the emotions associated to the scenarios. With this experiment we aim to understand how context impacts on the perception of the touch stimuli in terms of arousal and valence. This study brings us closer to examining the perception of emotions through multimodal signals, namely facial expressions, touch and text that provides information of the events that trigger the agent’s multimodal response.

In the following sections, we provide further in-depth details on the four aforementioned parts.

4 SELECTING TOUCH FACTORS AND DEVICE

In this section, we explain the choice of touch parameters and of the device. While reported sequentially in this section, these choices followed an iterative process. It is important to point out that our investigation was not technologically driven and did not focus on a specific device (e.g. smartphone [42]), which is common in the HCI community. In contrast, we started by considering human factors.

4.1 Selecting touch characteristics

We broke down touch movements present in the human-to-human literature [7], [8], [9], [28] by considering them
as a composition of simple characteristics. Given the numerous characteristics, we retained four of them: AMPLITUDE, VELOCITY, FORCE and TYPE. We chose these four characteristics because they allow us to generate a wide range of touch gestures including Hitting, Stroking, Patting, Contact or Tapping. These gestures are often associated with a wide range of emotions [7], [8], [9], [28]. We excluded some gestures for the reasons explained below, but that are worth exploring in future studies. For instance, we excluded gestures that require holding on to someone (e.g., Grabbing, Lifting the arm) or protracted touching on the back (Hugging), as they would require complex interweaving between the machine and the participant. We also did not consider touch characteristics such as temperature or skin moisture. These characteristics do not seem to have a clear effect on the perception of emotions [37], [38], [42]. Moreover they are not easily reproduced on current devices. Finally, we decided to consider gestures performed only on the forearm. This location is generally suitable in most cultures [30], [66] and commonly used in human-device studies [33], [60].

4.2 Selecting the device

Our primary motivation when choosing a device was its ability to produce human-like touch, i.e. its capacity to generate touches similar to those generated by humans. We thus quickly excluded vibration motors and focused on technologies providing kinesthetic feedback as well as tactile feedback close to those produced by the palm and fingers of the human hand. Inspired by robot-initiated touch in human-robot interaction [23], [48], [58], [67], we decided to use a robotic arm augmented with an artificial hand.

Regarding the robotic arm, we chose to use a 7-degree-of-freedom KUKA LWR4+ compliant robotic arm (Figure 6, left), originally designed for safety with collaborative robotic applications in mind. This robot enables accurate motion and ensures the security of the participant. The workspace of the robot is around 1.5m$^3$, the amplitude can be precisely controlled, and the end-effector can be reliably positioned in a 3D space ($\pm 0.05$mm). The velocity of the end-effector can be accurately varied from 2cm/s to 40cm/s. We used a Microsoft Kinect V2 to track the anatomy of the user’s arm, to ensure the robot’s hand follows the user’s arm morphology, and to adapt the force intensity along her arm. The force is measured with a dedicated apparatus connected to the end-effector of the robot (ATI F/T Sensor Mini45). Masses and spring constants of the lower arm skin are similar between individuals and are around 40 N/mm [68]. Hence the touch was applied along the surface of the human arm with an offset of the position of the end-effector relative to the target force ($\pm 0.1$N).

Regarding the artificial hand, we used a silicon human hand attached to the robot (inspired by prosthetic hands bionics).

4.3 Selecting touch parameters

Once the choice of device was finalized, we selected the parameters of each different touch characteristic. In the following paragraphs, we use the term velocity ($V$) as the velocity projected on the axis of the forearm. We distinguish between dynamic movements ($V \neq 0$) and static movements ($V = 0$). Dynamic movements, such as a pat on the participant’s arm, are characterized by the change of position of the end-effector (here, the hand attached to the robotic device) over time. In contrast, a static movement is performed at the same location (but can also have different duration and repetition characteristics) [7]. The selected touch parameters are presented in Figure 1 and are all in range with the mechanical constraints of the robotic arm.

4.3.1 Dynamic touch movement

We monitor four characteristics in the dynamic condition: AMPLITUDE (labeled A) represents the length of the movement performed on the arm. We consider two amplitudes, 5cm (labeled $A-$) and 20cm ($A+$), which are commonly used in the human-touch literature [9].

VELOCITY indicates how fast the gesture is performed. We consider two velocities, 16cm/s ($V+$) and 3.8cm/s ($V-$). Their difference (diff=12.2cm/s) is similar to the values used in previous human touch experiments (diff=15cm/s), and seems to be sufficient to signal different emotions [9].

The DURATION of a movement can be derived from its amplitude and velocity. It varies between short (0.3s), medium (1.3s), and long (5.2s).

With FORCE, we consider two levels, low $<0.3$N ($F-$) and strong $>1.2$N ($F+$). The FORCE range varies slightly from participants due to their forearm morphology, but still ensures a perceptible difference between the two levels and remains small enough not to hurt the participant’s arm [35].

For TYPE, we consider three repetitions of movements: Simple ($T0$), Pat ($Tp$), and Stroke ($Ts$) [7], [69]. A Simple gesture is a one-directional movement from one position to the another on the forearm. Pat is a 4-time repeated gesture and Stroke a 2-time back-and-forth gesture.

4.3.2 Static touch movement

When considering static touch movements, AMPLITUDE and VELOCITY are null. We thus only consider FORCE and DURATION parameters in this case. The values for DURATION (Labelled $D$) are 0.3s ($D-$) and 1.3s ($D+$), in order to be comparable in static and dynamic conditions. Regarding the TYPE of the gesture, we consider Simple ($T0$) and 4-Tap ($Tp$). 4-Tap is an adaptation of Pat without movement.
on the arm. The Stroke gesture is removed because there is no displacement.

4.4 Generated touches

In total, there are 24 dynamic generated touches (2 Amplitude x 2 Velocity x 2 Force x 2 Type) and 8 static generated touches (2 Type x 2 Duration x 2 Force). The generated touches are labeled with the acronyms of the touch parameters. For instance, V-A+F+Ts corresponds to a generated touch with the smallest Velocity (3.8cm/s), the largest Amplitude (20cm), the highest Force (>1.2N) and a Stroke Type.

In conclusion, we drastically reduced the size of the design space of touch by considering four characteristic and two different values per characteristic. The device is able to reproduce all of these parameters. We conducted a pilot study to understand the pertinence of the 32 generated touches in conveying different values of arousal and valence.

5 Pilot study: Evaluating touch factors

The objective of this pilot study is to compare the 32 previously defined machine-generated touches in order to identify the most promising characteristics and their values for conveying different degrees of arousal and valence. No contextual cues are used in this experiment.

5.1 Apparatus

The setup is illustrated in Figure 2. Participants are seated at a table, in front of a computer screen, wearing earphones that produce white noise as well as noise-cancellation headphones to hide the sound of the robotic arm. The left arm of the participant is laid on the table with the palm oriented downwards so that the stimuli are applied on the back of the forearm.

The experimental software for controlling the robotic arm is implemented within Unity, the tracking device that sor tracks the user's forearm to follow its arm anatomy. c) Participant wears both earphones emitting white noise and a noise-cancellation headphone to hide the sound of the robotic arm.

5.2 Experimental design

For comparison purposes, the procedure is similar to other studies investigating human-to-human touch [7], [9] and assessing emotion perception [70]. Sixteen volunteers (7 F) who are all right-handed students and staff members from the same academic institution, with a mean age of 26.4 (σ=1.9) took part of the study. They are provided with a description of the task, “This study will assess which emotional content you think is being represented by each stimulus.” Participants saw the robotic device prior to the study. We informed the participants that the stimulus is performed by a robot touching their arm and that they have to assess how they perceived the levels of arousal and of valence are conveyed by this touch stimulus. Once participants are ready, they interact (with a mouse in their right hand) with the experimental interface to start the study. The experimental device then executes the stimulus, i.e. a generated touch composed by a combination of parameters. Once the generated touch is executed, the participants fill in a questionnaire displayed on the screen about the touch they perceived and their emotional experience [59]. To reduce cultural confound factor, participants in the studies are all French.

We measure the perceived emotions using the dimensional representations of emotions (Valence-Arousal emotional space [26]). The first part of the questionnaire assesses the arousal/valence rating: “Was the emotion conveyed by touch pleasant?” and “intense?” on a 7-point Likert scale (e.g. 1: “not at all pleasant”, 7: “very pleasant”). We explain to the participants that “intense refers to physiological arousal or excitement”.

At the end of the experiment, participants are given another questionnaire (on a 7-point Likert-scale) about their overall experience and their perception of the robotic arm and their sensibility to touch. They are asked to indicate how much they agree with the following statements: You touch the other speaker during a conversation; You enjoy being touched during a conversation; This device is adapted to perform touch; The touch stimuli presented are efficient to convey emotions; The touch stimuli were human-like; It was difficult to associate touch stimuli with an emotion; You accept to be touched by a robotic arm.

The pilot-study follows a within-participant design, with the order of presentations of each condition counterbalanced between participants. Each stimulus is repeated three times during the experiment. We obtain a total of 96 stimuli ratings per participant (8 static + 24 dynamic movements) x 3 repetitions. Participants are given a break of 10 seconds between each trial and a longer break after 12 stimuli to let their arm rest. Overall, the study lasts between one hour to 90 minutes.

5.3 Results

We remove 3.0% (35/1152) outliers based on arousal and valence ratings using the Wilks’ method [71] on the dataset containing the dynamic movements and 1.3% (5/384) on the dataset with static movements. The main findings remain the same when outliers are included in the analysis. Moreover, our results suggest that fatigue did not impact Arousal/Valence (A/V) ratings; both MANOVA and
ANOVAs reveal no effect of presentation order of stimuli (1,2,3) on Valence and Arousal.

To determine effects on individual measures (effect sizes are shown as $\eta^2$), we analyze the ratings using a two-way repeated-measure MANOVA with valence and arousal as combined dependent variables. For the dynamic movements, MANOVA finds significant main effects for the characteristics Velocity ($F_{(2,1127)} = 100.56$, $p < 0.001$; Wilks’$\Lambda = 0.86$, $\eta^2_p = 0.13$), Force ($F_{(2,1127)} = 54.78$, $p < 0.001$; Wilks’$\Lambda = 0.86$, $\eta^2_p = 0.12$), Amplitude ($F_{(2,1127)} = 29.67$, $p < 0.001$; Wilks’$\Lambda = 0.95$, $\eta^2_p = 0.05$), but not effect on Type.

For static movements, MANOVA reveals a significant effect on Force ($F_{(2,375)} = 16.78$, $p < 0.007$; Wilks’$\Lambda = 0.92$, $\eta^2_p = 0.08$) and a small effect on touch Type ($F_{(2,375)} = 7.12$, $p < 0.001$; $w'\Lambda = 0.96$, $\eta^2_p = 0.04$) and no effect on Duration nor interaction effects. The distribution of arousal/valence rating for each stimulus (static and dynamic touch) is presented in Figure 3, a.

6.4 Discussion

Our results suggest clear effects of dynamic touch (involving the parameters Velocity, Force, Amplitude). While we anticipated a strong effect of the Type characteristic on the perceived arousal and valence when performing dynamic touch, this was not the case. This hypothesis was influenced by previous research that has reported on the impact of repetitive sequences of touch to convey different meanings [69]. Our study does not completely reproduce results from a number of previous studies [7], especially in the static condition, but, these studies also considered some touches (e.g. grab, hug) that our device could not produce. Considering the effect of static touch on arousal and valence (involving the characteristic Duration, Force, Type), the impact is less clear for participants in our experiment.

Considering the result of this pilot study, and the fact that some results were not significant, we decided not to consider the Type characteristic and static touches in our next studies. We therefore focus on eight machine-generated touches which are a combination of the parameters of Amplitude, Velocity and Force. These combinations still enable us to perform touch gestures such as Hit, simple Stroke or Pat, but exclude prolonged bi-directional strokes or multiple taps.


The objective of the experiment described in this section is to confirm the findings of the pilot study and to precisely understand the impact of the characteristics and parameters on emotion perception in a context-free situation.

6.1 Experimental Design

The apparatus and the experimental design of this study are similar to the pilot study. From the result of this first study, we did not consider static generated touches and the Type characteristic. This experiment consists of $2^3 = 8$ different stimuli corresponding to the combination of two values (low / high) for each of the three characteristic (Velocity, Amplitude, Force). Each stimulus is repeated twice. The experiment lasts for about 15 minutes. Thirty-two volunteers (14 F, 18 M) of the French culture participate in the study, with a mean age of 26.5 ($\sigma=6$).

6.2 Results

We map the average arousal/valence results obtained for each individual stimulus onto the circumplex model [72]. To fit the two dimensions of the model, we convert the 7-point Likert-scale ratings to -3 to +3 scales; each pair of arousal and valence values is taken as a coordinate in the 2D space. The values for the majority of the stimuli (Figure 3, b) lays within the ‘high arousal, low valence’ quadrant (top-left), associated with emotional states such as anger or frustration. There are a smaller number of points in the ‘low arousal, high valence’ quadrant (bottom-left: satisfaction, calm) and one point found within the ‘low arousal, low valence’ quadrant (bottom-left: depression, sadness, tired) and the ‘high arousal, high valence’ quadrant (top-right), associated with emotions such as excitement, happiness, and amusement.
6.2.1 Arousal/Valence ratings

We analyze the results in two steps by conducting 1) a two-way repeated-measure MANOVA with Valence and Arousal as combined dependent variables and 2) 2 x 2 x 2 repeated-measure ANOVA, on the Valence and on the Arousal data to determine effects on individual measures (effect sizes as shown as $\eta^2_p$). The confidence intervals of standard deviations per trial and per participant on the arousal ($ci = 0.34$) and on the valence ($ci = 0.34$) indicate that individual’s ratings of the same stimulus are consistent.

The MANOVA indicates significant main effects on the individual characteristics velocity ($F(1,253) = 45.12, p<0.001$; Wilks’$\Lambda = 0.91, \eta^2_p = 0.09$), force ($F(1,253) = 120.1, p<0.001$; $\eta^2_p = 0.67, \eta^2_p = 0.32$), amplitude ($F(1,253) = 24.2, p<0.001$; $\eta^2_p = 0.91, \eta^2_p = 0.09$). The MANOVA reveals significant interaction effects for velocity x force ($F(1,253) = 6.23, p<0.001$; Wilks’$\Lambda = 0.98, \eta^2_p = 0.02$) and amplitude x force ($F(1,253) = 3.0, p<0.001$; $\eta^2_p = 0.08, \eta^2_p = 0.01$).

Valence: Individual ANOVAs find a significant main effect of velocity on valence ($F(1,18) = 90.1, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.15$), with the 16cm/s parameter resulting in a lower average valence ($\mu=0.6, \sigma=0.8$) than the 3.8cm/s parameter ($\mu=0.1, \sigma=1.0$). Force also has a significant effect ($F(1,18) = 144.5, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.23$). A low force results in a higher valence (0.8, 1.3) than a strong force (-0.7, 1.3). The effect of amplitude on the valence is not significant, with close results between low (0.12, 1.2) and short amplitude (0.1, 1.0). An interaction between amplitude x force is revealed ($F(1,18) = 5.6, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.01$).

Arousal: There is a significant effect of amplitude on arousal ($F(1,18) = 45.9, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.08$). A short amplitude results in a lower arousal ($\mu=0.2, \sigma=1.4$) and a long amplitude (0.7, 13). There is a significant effect on force ($F(1,18) = 85.1, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.15$), with an arousal stronger with a high force (0.8, 1.3) than low force (-0.3, 1.3). No effect is found for velocity, with an arousal similar for low and high velocity (0.3, 1.4). Finally, ANOVA reveals an interaction effect on arousal of the combined factors velocity x force ($F(1,18) = 11.2, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.02$).

In Figure 4, we report effect sizes of dynamic movements with 95% confidence intervals of individual ratings for both valence and arousal. The x-axis shows the mean effect of each factor on arousal and valence. Intervals indicate all plausible values, their midpoint being about seven times more likely than their endpoints [73].

6.2.2 Individual Differences

Individual differences in touch perception may have an impact on the perception of the emotions [70], [74]. ANOVA suggests that the arousal/valence rating is not impacted for participants who declare liking to be touched during social communication ($\mu=3.6, \sigma=1.8$) or don’t like at all, ($\mu=3.4, \sigma=1.7$). ANOVA does not reveal an effect of gender on arousal ($F(1,253) = 1.5$), but it reveals an effect of Gender on valence ($F(1,253) = 9.4, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.01$), where Female participants rated a higher valence ($\mu=0.3, \sigma=1.4$) than male participants ($\mu=0.2, \sigma=1.4$). Participants were also asked to give confidence ratings for “Globally, how difficult was it to perceive emotions?” (1: Not difficult, 7: Very difficult), which they found globally difficult ($\mu=5.0, \sigma=1.5$).

6.3 Discussion

This study investigates the impact of generated touch on the perception of arousal and valence in a context-free situation.

From Figure 3-b, we observe that low force is mainly associated to emotion with low arousal while a strong force is linked to emotions with high arousal and negative valence. Similarly, amplitude mainly influences arousal while touch velocity tends to mainly influence valence ratings. Our results (Figure 4) further suggest that increasing the force augments the arousal and reduces the valence, increasing the amplitude seems to mainly increase arousal, and increasing the velocity seems to reduce the valence.

Our results match the pilot studies. First, positive emotions (high valence) are conveyed through softer touch (low force, slow velocity) [28]. Then, negative emotions involve strong touch (high force) [9]. Finally, high positive or negative excitement is communicated through strong dynamic touch (high force, high velocity, high amplitude) [7].

None of our generated touches convey emotions corresponding to the bottom-left quadrant, which is inline with previous studies between humans, as well as with technology-oriented studies [37], [70]. Clearly, the emotions with low arousal/valence are characterized by physiological deactivation [75] and are generally less conveyed through touch in human-human communication (e.g., we don’t communicate our sadness through touch, but may use touch to express our empathy to a friend feeling sad). These emotions are usually communicated through other non-verbal communication cues, such as facial expression [25].

We also observe that three stimuli ($V+A-F,F+A+F$) are close to the center of the circumpolar model and can be considered as conveying “neutral” emotion. The other stimul is cover three of the four quadrants. In particular, the perception of the generated touch ($V+A+F$) is in the Top-Right quadrant and can be associated with an emotion such as Happiness. The perception of the generated touch ($V-A-F$)
is in the Bottom-Right quadrant and can be associated with emotions such as Calm or Boredom. Finally, the perception of three generated touches (V+A+F+, V+A+F+, V+A+F+) are in the Top-left quadrant which is linked to emotions with high arousal and low valence such as Anger.

On Figure 3-b we circle the points for the Simple Type stimuli that were obtained during the pilot study. We can observe that the stimuli stay within the same quadrant as in the pilot study. Stimuli that were perceived previously as “neutral”, that are located in the -1/1 range on arousal and valence, are still perceived as such.

From the analysis of the position of the emotional rating in the circumplex model, four distinct areas in the circumplex model emerge. They roughly correspond to the emotion labels Anger, Happiness and Calm as well as Neutral. Given our results, the smallest set of generated touches to convey distinct emotions are respectively V+A+F+, V+A+F-, V-A-F- and V-A-F+. We thus keep these four generated touches for further analysis in the next experiment.

7 STUDY 2: INVESTIGATING GENERATED TOUCHES WITH CONTEXT CUES

We now explore how context cues and generated touches influence the perception of valence and of arousal. Embedding context in a perceptive study is difficult as it introduces many factors that can create bias. To circumscribe the information provided by the contextual cues, we follow a scenario-based induction technique [76]. This technique allows specifying non-ambiguous contexts. It is often used to conduct perceptive studies [25] to gather multimodal corpora [76]. Each context is simple enough to correspond to one emotion. It may not correspond to ecological settings, but since it corresponds to one value, this makes it possible to manipulate one factor at a time.

We use the four representative generated touches found in Study 1. From their position in the circumplex, they can be associated to four basic emotions: Anger (V+A+F+), Happiness (V-A+F+), Calm (V-A-F-) and Neutral (V-A-F-)

Each context was associated to one emotion through a textual scenario and a facial expression (associated to the emotion) of a virtual agent (Figure 5). Using facial expressions of emotions allows us to study the emotion congruence between facial and touch stimuli [13], [60]. We considered 8 scenarios adapted from previous studies. [5], [76]: two different textual scenarios illustrate each of these emotions. We provide examples of scenarios in the appendix.

We also selected one facial expression for each of these emotions [18], which is displayed on a female 3D character. The choice of using a female agent was motivated by previous works in human-to-human touch communication suggesting disparities in cross-gender touch perception [77], [78] and was also motivated by users’ agent preferences in ECA literature [79]. We validated the facial expressions through a survey with 16 participants. We presented static images of the facial expressions and for each of them asked two questions on a 7-point Likert scale to assess Arousal/Valence perception: Is the emotion conveyed by this avatar pleasant? (1 - Not pleasant at all, 7 - Very pleasant) and Is the emotion conveyed by this avatar intense? (1 - Not intense at all, 7 - Very intense).

This survey confirms that each facial expression lies within a different quadrant of the arousal/valence space and corresponds to the expected emotion. The Angry facial emotion lies in the top-left quadrant, the Happy in the top-right, Calm in the bottom-right and Neutral in the center.

7.1 Experimental Design

The device and experimental apparatus are similar to the one described in the previous studies, but the protocol differs slightly to introduce the context cues. First, the textual scenario is shown on the screen. Then, the tactile stimulus is presented at the same time as the facial expression of the virtual agent. The facial expression is a static image displayed on the same screen of the textual scenario, on its side; Its display lasts the time of the touch. In total, there are 16 conditions. Each combination of the four stimuli (generated touches), TOUCH STIMULI with four context pairs (Congruent scenario + facial expression) CONTEXT are presented in Latin-square order to the participants. Finally, 16 right-handed volunteers (6 F), participated in the study, with a mean age of 28 (σ=3.7). We told the participants that the touch was coming from the virtual agent present on the screen.

7.2 Results

Figure 3-c illustrates the position of the perception of the stimuli on the circumplex. Labels on the point indicate the CONTEXT (scenario and facial expression) while the colors are associated to TOUCH STIMULI.

7.2.1 Arousal/Valence Ratings

The confidence interval of standard deviations per stimulus on the arousal (ci = 0.21) and on the valence (ci = 0.16) dimensions are relatively low. To determine effects on individual measures, we analyze the results with the same methodology as in Study 1.

The MANOVA suggests significant main effects on all the factors CONTEXT (F(2,32) = 4.48, p<0.001; Wilks’ Λ = 0.90, η₂ = 0.53) and TOUCH STIMULI (F(2,32) = 17.1, p<0.001; Λ = 0.67, η₂ = 0.18). The MANOVA does not reveal significant interaction effect of the combination of TOUCH STIMULI X CONTEXT.

Valence: Individual ANOVAs show a significant main effect of CONTEXT on valence (F(1,4) = 9.9, p < 0.001, η² = 0.09), with the Anger context resulting in lower average

Fig. 5. Context cues as presented to the user. a) Text scenario on the left side and facial expression on the right (here Happy) b) Example of an Angry facial expression
valence ($\mu=0.3$, $\sigma=1.2$), and Calm and Neutral the highest valence (0.6, 1.3). TOUCH STIMULI also have an effect on valence ($F_{1,4} = 11.7, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.21$), with a higher valence for the touch stimulus V+A+F- (Happy) (0.9, 1.3) and a lowest one for touch stimulus V+A+F+ (Anger) (-0.6, 1.2).

Arousal: An interaction is found between CONTEXT and TOUCH STIMULI ($F_{1,4} = 3.1, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.06$). The mean valence varies from $\mu=0.5$ (Participant 10 $\sigma=1.2$) to $\mu=1.3$ (Participant 7, $\sigma=1.1$). ANOVA does not reveal a significant effect of CONTEXT on arousal ($\mu=0.3$, $\sigma=1.6$). TOUCH STIMULI have a significant effect on arousal ($F_{1,4} = 8.1, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.17$), with the V+A+F+ (Anger) touch stimulus having the highest arousal (1.1, 1.4) and the V-A-F- (Calm) stimulus the lowest (-0.6, 1.4).

7.2.2 Individual Differences
Similarly to our previous studies, ANOVA suggests that the individual differences such as Gender or the participant’s response on whether they like to be touched during social communication ($\mu=3.5$, $\sigma=1.2$) do not impact the arousal/valence ratings. Participants find the task of detecting emotions equally difficult ($\mu=5.1$, $\sigma=1.5$) as in Study 1. We find individual differences, when rating the touch stimuli, with some participants perceiving touch as more pleasant or more intense.

7.2.3 Position on the Circumplex Model
We can notice that the positions for each generated touch are consistent with the results obtained in Study 1. They remain in the same quadrant as when perceived in a context-free setting. Stimuli with V+A+F- touch sit within the ‘high arousal, high valence’ quadrant (top-right). Stimuli with V+A+F+ touch sit within the ‘high arousal, low valence’ quadrant (top-left). Stimuli with V-A-F- touch are in the ‘low arousal, high valence’ quadrant. The stimuli with V+A+F- touch are located around 0 arousal and within the -1/1 range of valence.

The perception of a given generated touch remains in the same quadrant of the arousal/valence space regardless of the context cues, nevertheless the context cues modulate the perception of touch, even for non congruent (touch, context) pairs. For instance, the Calm CONTEXT lowers the perception of the generated touch corresponding to Anger (V+A+F+) along the arousal dimension, while increasing the perception along the valence dimension. This result is also present for the three other generated touches. The results in the top-right quadrant (high arousal/high valence) show some confusion in the perceived emotions when the context cues and touch stimuli are not congruent. When the TOUCH STIMULUS V+A+F+ is performed, the Calm context has a higher arousal/valence than the Happy context cue.

7.3 Discussion
Our results suggest that touch has a higher impact on the perception of emotion in terms of valence and arousal than context cues, but that context modulates touch perception. This finding is inline with the literature indicating that when non-congruent cues (e.g “Anger” touch with calm context cue) are presented, participants do not seem to merge stimuli but rather consider them independently and select one cue as the dominant one [80]. This choice depends on a variety of factors such as individual differences or the task being performed [80].

Our results show that there is some confusion between high valence/high arousal touch and contextual cues, e.g., between Calm and Happiness. This is in line with the literature. The perception of non-verbal positive emotional cues often shows a higher level of confusion than for negative emotions [81]. Facial expressions of positive emotions often share the same signals (smile, raised eyebrows, crow’s feet, etc.) and several studies suggest that smile dynamics might be more important to discern those expressions [25]. However in our experiment, the facial expression of the agent was static, presented as an image. The lack of dynamism in the facial expression may have created confusion in the perception of the stimuli.

Other studies that present tactile stimuli with facial expressions of an ECA suggest that participants seem to rely on the visual modality for the evaluation of valence and on the kinesthetic modality for the arousal one [19], [82]. Our results do not reproduce this finding. This might be explained by the fact that our tactile stimuli are produced differently than those used in the previous studies (moving the participant’s arm in [82] or inflating an object in a participant’s hand in [19]). The touch generated by the robotic arm used in our study combine amplitude, velocity, and contact force against the participant’s arm. It is closer to human touch than in the touch used in these studies.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
We now discuss the results and the limitations of our studies considering the choice of the characteristics, parameters and context cues. We also propose directions for future work.

8.1 Relevance of the design choices
This paper investigates machine-to-human touch movements. The main difficulty is the gap between the enormous size of the space of touch characteristics of the human movement in comparison with the limited capabilities of existing haptic devices. It was unclear how existing actuated and haptic devices could communicate emotions through touch. Our approach consisted of reducing the scope of the study to render the problem tractable with the risk of not capturing important elements to convey different degrees of arousal and valence through touch. Based on the human-to-human literature and the analysis of haptic technologies, we selected a robotic arm augmented with an artificial hand to study the impact of four touch characteristics AMPLITUDE, VELOCITY, FORCE and TYPE on the perception of arousal and valence. Even though these characteristics are somehow limited, they are enough to convey persistent arousal and valence combinations. For sake of simplicity, we have only used two values for each characteristic. Future work should investigate different values of these characteristics.

An important finding of our studies is that this device is relevant to convey at least four consistent combinations of arousal and valence through touch by only manipulating the values of these three characteristics. Moreover, our results share similarities with those found in human-to-human
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8.2 Future directions

Our device has some limitations and we considered a small number of touch characteristics and parameters to reduce the scope of our studies. This opens several directions for future work. For instance, we limited the amplitude of a generated touch to ensure touching only the forearm of the participants and to remain in the limits of the robotic arm amplitude. Similarly, the maximum velocity corresponds to the limit of the robotic arm speed. The range of the force values could be increased, but within the limit of not hurting users. Future work is necessary to conclude on the uppermost limit for each characteristic, taking into account that sharing the workspace of a large robotic device is subject to safety norms (ISO 15066) that cannot be ignored.

Other kinds of actuated devices can be used to generate touches on the user. For instance, we prototyped a miniaturized device called Mobilimb [84] (Figure 6, right). Mobilimb is a robotic actuator shaped as a finger. It can be plugged onto a mobile phone and can touch the user on the wrist or the back of the hand with various amplitudes, velocities and forces. Due to miniaturization, the parameter ranges are smaller than when using a robotic arm (Mobilimb enables a maximum Force of about 0.3N, an Amplitude of 15cm on the skin (with a precision of ±3mm) and a Velocity of 4cm/s). Mobilimb can be used to reproduce an emotional touch with a portable device and demonstrates the technical feasibility of our approach. A user study remains to be carried out for testing the emotional perception of the generated touches. Nevertheless, these devices explore a new way for devices to perform affective touch to humans, and might improve affective grounding between a robot and a human [85].

Future work could test the perception of arousal and of valence of other characteristics such as the temperature, the texture, the gestures, etc. For instance, “surface in contact” could have an impact on the perception of valence as physical interactions, such as a hug, involve a long mutual contact on larger body surface areas. The location of a touch movement on the body can also influence the perceived arousal and valence. Other types of gestures could also be considered, such as “Grabbing”. Social communication also involves gestures such as tapping someone’s back to convey affect without being too intimate. Future research could also investigate how adding other characteristics such as temperature and texture would influence the perception of arousal and of valence.

In Study 2, we presented the expression of the virtual agent and the touch as the superposition of two stimuli. To give the impression the agent produced required a complex setup. For instance, seeing the agent performing the touch on the user requires synchronicity and congruence between full scale virtual animation and the movement of the robot. Future work should explore the notion of agency of the agent and to measure if the participants had the impression the touch came from the agent.

Complementary work is needed to consider additional dimensions regarding the participants such as their culture. Although the meaning of touch varies depending on one’s culture [86], its impact on emotional touch perception is not yet clear enough. Some results suggest that emotions conveyed by touch might be similar between cultures [7], [8], but others [87] suggest the opposite.

8.3 Using Generated Touches for Interaction

We can ask ourselves which touch characteristics and parameters would maximize the range of perceived emotions during human-machine interaction. But the study of a given touch gesture should require considering its combination with the parameters of all other characteristics, thus dramatically increasing the number of stimuli to be tested. For example, we found that while FORCE changes drastically the perception of touch, this perception depends on combinations with other parameters. A low FORCE conveys higher valence emotions with low arousal and a strong FORCE suggests high arousal and negative valence emotions. However, a combination of a high FORCE with high AMPLITUDE and low VELOCITY conveys a high valence emotion (see Figure 3-b).

Moreover, we can observe variability between participants on their perception of the valence and of the arousal of a given touch stimulus. Some users only use a small region of the circumplex model, while others use the whole area. While participants may not perceive the same arousal/valence for a given stimulus, they still perceive a similar change in emotion perception (e.g., a more aroused emotion) when one touch parameter is modified (e.g., a stimulus with faster velocity). So the results across participants are better explained by looking at the differential in the perception of emotions. This is a common result for emotion perception from multimodal cues [42]. The variability between individuals has to be considered to propose a
credible experience and could be resolved by performing an initial calibration phase where users rate example stimuli.

In our study we used both textual scenarios and facial expressions of a virtual agent. However, other factors might impact the perception of emotions during human-agent interaction such as acoustic cues, body parameters, or the task that is being performed. Moreover, users’ perception of the context vary with regards of their current emotional state, their perception of the ECA with whom they are communicating, or the global experience of the interaction (e.g. it is a stressful environment). These factors have to be taken into consideration when designing touch interactions, in particular, to decide which touch should be performed and how it can potentially be perceived.
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